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Quick 
*   a before consonants (a book)*   a before consonants (a book)

an before vowels (an exam) 
*   Pronunciation is what matters.*   Pronunciation is what matters.

an hour ('h' is silent and it's pronounced: an 
*   Temporary illnesses: (I have a headache, a cold, a fever, 

a backache)a backache)
*   "The" with superlative forms (He is the smartest kid I 

have seen.)have seen.)

Quick Hints
before consonants (a book)before consonants (a book)
before vowels (an exam) 

matters.matters.
hour ('h' is silent and it's pronounced: an our)

illnesses: (I have a headache, a cold, a fever, 

The" with superlative forms (He is the smartest kid I 



Some Rules using Articles
Singular count nouns:Singular count nouns:
*  indefinite: use 'a'
*  definite: use "the"*  definite: use "the"

My daughter wants to buy a dog this weekend. 
(Indefinite-Could be any dog)(Indefinite-Could be any dog)
The dog in the backyard is very cute
(Definite-The one in the backyard) (Definite-The one in the backyard) 

Some Rules using Articles

daughter wants to buy a dog this weekend. 
any dog)any dog)

dog in the backyard is very cute.
The one in the backyard) The one in the backyard) 



- He requested a puppy for his birthday- He requested a puppy for his birthday

- He wanted the puppy he played with at the pet shop

- She ordered a hamburger without onions

- Did you drink the coke I just ordered? 

requested a puppy for his birthday.requested a puppy for his birthday.

wanted the puppy he played with at the pet shop.

ordered a hamburger without onions.

you drink the coke I just ordered? 



Plural count 
Use "the" or Nothing, never 'a'. Use "the" or Nothing, never 'a'. 
Come and look at the children. (definite)
Children are always curious. (indefinite)Children are always curious. (indefinite)
She loves flowers. (indefinite)
The flowers in her garden are beautiful. (definite)The flowers in her garden are beautiful. (definite)
Do you like reading grammar rules?
Do you like reading the grammar rules on this page? 

count nouns:
"the" or Nothing, never 'a'. "the" or Nothing, never 'a'. 

Come and look at the children. (definite)
Children are always curious. (indefinite)Children are always curious. (indefinite)

The flowers in her garden are beautiful. (definite)The flowers in her garden are beautiful. (definite)
Do you like reading grammar rules?
Do you like reading the grammar rules on this page? 



Article

1. I bought ________ pair of shoes
1. a1. a

2. an

3. the 3. the 

4. X

Article

of shoes.



2. I saw ________ movie last night.2. I saw ________ movie last night.
1. a

2. an2. an

3. the 

4. X4. X

movie last night.movie last night.



3. They are staying at ________3. They are staying at ________

1. a

2. an2. an

3. the 

4. X4. X

________ hotel.________ hotel.



4. Look at ________ woman 4. Look at ________ woman 
actress.

1. a1. a

2. an

3. the 3. the 

4. X

woman over there! She is a famous woman over there! She is a famous 



5. I do not like ________ basketball.5. I do not like ________ basketball.

1. a

2. an2. an

3. the 

4. X

basketball.basketball.



6. That is ________ girl I told you about.6. That is ________ girl I told you about.

1. a

2. an2. an

3. the 

4. X4. X

I told you about.I told you about.



7. ________ night is quiet. Let's take a walk!7. ________ night is quiet. Let's take a walk!

1. a

2. an2. an

3. the 

4. X

is quiet. Let's take a walk!is quiet. Let's take a walk!



8. ________ price of gas keeps rising.8. ________ price of gas keeps rising.

1. a1. a

2. an

3. the 3. the 

4. X

price of gas keeps rising.price of gas keeps rising.



9. John traveled to ________9. John traveled to ________

1. a

2. an2. an

3. the 

4. X

________ Mexico.________ Mexico.



10. Juan is ________ Spanish10. Juan is ________ Spanish

1. a

2. an

3. the 3. the 

4. X

Spanish.Spanish.



11. I read ________ amazing 11. I read ________ amazing 

1. a

2. an2. an

3. the 

4. X4. X

amazing story yesterday.amazing story yesterday.



12. My brother does not eat12. My brother does not eat

1. a

2. an2. an

3. the 

4. X4. X

My brother does not eat ________ chicken.My brother does not eat ________ chicken.



13. ________ love is such a beautiful 13. ________ love is such a beautiful 

1. a

2. an

3. the 3. the 

4. X

beautiful thing.beautiful thing.



14. I live in ________ apartment. 14. I live in ________ apartment. 
new.

1. a, The1. a, The

2. An, The

3. the, A3. the, A

4. X, A

apartment. ________ apartment is apartment. ________ apartment is 



15. I would like ________ piece 15. I would like ________ piece 

1. a

2. an2. an

3. the 

4. X4. X

piece of cake.piece of cake.



16. I was in ________ Japanese 16. I was in ________ Japanese 
restaurant served good food

1. a, The1. a, The

2. an, The 

3. the, The3. the, The

4. X, The

Japanese restaurant. ________Japanese restaurant. ________
good food.



17. Sara can play ________ guitar.17. Sara can play ________ guitar.

1. a

2. an2. an

3. the 

4. X4. X

guitar.guitar.



18. Are you coming to ________18. Are you coming to ________

1. a

2. an2. an

3. the 

4. X

________ party next Saturday?________ party next Saturday?



19. I bought ________ new 19. I bought ________ new 

1. a

2. an2. an

3. the 

4. X

new TV set yesterday.new TV set yesterday.



20. I think ________ man over there is very ill. He can't 20. I think ________ man over there is very ill. He can't 
stand on his feet.

1. a1. a

2. an

3. the 3. the 

4. X

over there is very ill. He can't over there is very ill. He can't 




